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Leaders in supervisory positions must make challenging decisions

that a regular employee would never confront. To thrive in their

position, great leaders must develop nine supervisory skills.

Supervisory skills are abilities

that help a person oversee the

work of others. They are a type

of soft skills that hinge less on

technical competence and

more on an understanding of

other people.

A supervisor must manage a

team of employees, coordinate

group work, meet company

deadlines, and foster a good

working environment. They

lean on their supervisory skills

to achieve these job

requirements.

WHAT ARE
SUPERVISORY SKILLS?
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2. Leadership: Coworkers look to their

supervisor for leadership. As a

supervisor, you don’t have to stand on

a desk and lead a rally, but you must

model good behavior, take on tough

decisions, and accept accountability

for your actions.

3. Conflict resolution: A supervisor’s

job involves listening, mediation, and

placing employees in the best roles

for success. In a large organization,

not all team members work well

together. Some people may thrive,

while others feel disgruntled. As a

supervisor, your job is to address

conflict when it rears its head. Treat it

seriously and continually work to

mitigate, never escalate, a

problematic situation.

9 IMPORTANT SKILLS
FOR SUPERVISORS

You cannot thrive as a supervisor without acquiring and refining nine

important skills:

1. Communication: Communication skills are a bedrock of supervision. A

good communicator listens carefully, provides clear, actionable feedback,

and keeps team members informed about company policies and

decisions.
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4. Priority management: Priority management involves making

judgments about the relative importance of different workplace

tasks. A good supervisor needs to make tough decisions about

which initiatives require resources. You may have to overrule a

team member who wants to work on a particular project when the

organization needs their attention directed elsewhere.

5. Time management: Efficient supervisors possess time

management skills.  As the old business adage goes, time is

money, and company executives view time management as directly

impacting their bottom line. When you manage your own time

effectively, you also set an example for others to follow.

7. Problem-solving: Supervisory roles tap into your problem-solving

skills. Some business problems can be anticipated well in advance, but

many spring up without warning. As a supervisor, you must tackle all

problems—expected and unexpected—with grace and

levelheadedness.

 

6. Performance management: In some ways,

being a supervisor is like being a coach.You

are trying to get the best possible employee

performance out of your team, and each

member might require their own

combination of discipline, encouragement,

and guidance to work at their highest level.

Not only will performance management

benefit the organization, but it will also

provide career development to workers

under your supervisory guidance.
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9. Critical thinking: Supervisors must call upon their critical thinking

skills as part of their everyday decision-making processes. Some

decisions will be nearly automatic, as they conform to common issues

in the ordinary course of business. Other decisions will be challenging,

even vexing. Supervisors must think on their feet and accept the

sometimes thankless task of thinking critically in order to navigate

thorny situations.

 8. Interpersonal skills: The best supervisors specialize in people. They

don’t merely hit deadlines; they build relationships with coworkers and

demonstrate how they are stakeholders in the same initiative. They also

take an interest in their coworkers' personal goals, needs, and interests.

They find ways to simultaneously advance the company's interests and

individual employees' career growth.
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